FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Digital Watchdog® DW Spectrum™ IP VMS Now Integrated with IDenticard®

Cerritos, CA (July 24, 2015) – Digital Watchdog (DW®), the industry leader in digital recorders, surveillance cameras and related management software, is proud to announce the integration of IDenticard®'s PremiSys™ access control system with our DW Spectrum™ IP VMS v2.3. PremiSys is an access control solution from IDenticard designed to make it easier than ever to manage and monitor facility access. Scalable to be used at facilities both large and small, PremiSys can be used to restrict or grant access to doors, lock down facilities with the press of a button and more.

The integrated system ties DW Spectrum's robust video management system to IDenticard's PremiSys access control system. Users of the integrated system will be able to:

- To compare current and past states during alarm conditions by displaying live and recorded video side-by-side through the PremiSys interface.
- Events and recordings can be linked and then called up via the PremiSys user interface, making it easy for system users to investigate incidents as needed.
- Identify camera locations on a dynamic map and click the icon to instantly view live video within PremiSys.
- View multiple camera angles by selecting from a list of all cameras associated with specific doors within PremiSys.

“DW Spectrum’s built in API allows us to support innovation by partners such as IDenticard,” said Patrick Kelly Director of IP at Digital Watchdog. “With our open platform we are able to work with partners to offer integrated video that operate seamlessly, to deliver a best-in-class integrated security solution. We are excited to have IDenticard as a technology partner.”
The Digital Watchdog video plug-in is available now, via the IDenticard Partner Resource Center under the PremiSys "Plug-Ins" tab. One license, part # PREM-DIGITALWATCHD, from IDenticard is required per server.

ABOUT DIGITAL WATCHDOG
Digital Watchdog® (DW™) empowers our customers as the industry-leading single source of value-driven complete solutions for all video surveillance applications (analog / hybrid / IP enterprise), focusing on ease of use and ROI. DW™ products offer technologically-advanced features including Star-Light™ super low light technology, WDR, Smart DNR™ and Smart IR™. Complete IP megapixel surveillance solutions include MEGApix® cameras and edge recording systems, Blackjack™ NVRs and DW Spectrum™ IPVMS for server, mobile and on-camera control. Complete analog surveillance solutions include STAR-LIGHT MPA™ 1.3MP 960H and STAR-LIGHT AHD™ cameras, VMAX™ DVRs and mobile management applications.

ABOUT IDenticard
IDenticard® Access Control (www.identicard.com) is a leading manufacturer of integrated access control solutions to protect employees, visitors, and facilities. Owned by Brady Corporation (NYSE:BRC), a $1.15 billion manufacturer of identification products, IDenticard Access Control draws on its 30 years of experience in security software development to provide innovative products based on its customers’ requirements and the needs of the marketplace. With an in-house engineering team, IDenticard Access Control is a leader in developing mobile security solutions that allow users to manage many of their daily security activities from remote locations. In addition to its flexible and innovative products, IDenticard Access Control is committed to providing unparalleled customer service and support.
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